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owerwashing, also known as
pressure-washing, utilizes a highvelocity water spray to remove dirt
and residue from the exterior surfaces of a
home. It is frequently used on vinyl siding,
concrete and sometimes wood decks to treat
mildew and other growth that accumulates
over time.
Powerwashing can be a great way to
remove grime without having to scrub by
hand. But it requires a delicate touch to
get it right. Sometimes it is best to leave
the job to professionals. But homeowners
willing to give it a go can try powerwashing
themselves, as various stores rent power

washers.
The home improvement website
ImproveNet says that, until very recently,
pressure washers were almost exclusively
commercial machines sold to professionals
or rented to do-it-yourselfers. Lately
manufacturers have targeted homeowners
looking to buy with lightweight options. For
those who see powerwashing as a routine
venture, purchasing a unit may be worth the
investment.
It is important to exercise caution when
operating a powerwashing machine. The
high-velocity spray can tear through skin. It
is key to get a feel for the washer, and try
less pressure first to get a handle on the
magnitude of the tool.
Don safety gear prior to using a pressure
washer. Gloves, eye protection and ear
protection can be handy. Most units will

connect to a standard garden hose. Choose
old clothing and expect to get wet. Never point
a powerwasher hose at anyone and do not
attempt to rinse feet or hands in the spray.
The renovation resource The Family
Handyman suggests starting with a wide-degree
nozzle to test out the spray on the surface that
needs to be cleaned. A 15- or 25-degree nozzle
is usually the wand for general cleaning and
paint stripping without damaging the surface of
the home. Experiment with an optimal distance
of the washer wand to get the desired cleaning
effects without causing any damage. Work
using a horizontal and slightly downward angle
to avoid driving water up under the siding of a
home.
Avoid spraying any electric wires or
components on the home. Also, try not to spray
upward, and angle the spray away from doors,
windows and vents.
Some washers have reservoirs that will hold
a detergent solution. Choose the right detergent
for the job. Keep in mind that cleansers
containing bleach can damage surrounding
plants, so they may need to be covered while
the washing takes place.
Avoid the use of ladders when operating a
powerwasher. The push-back from the wand
can cause falls. Instead, opt for an extension
wand to address the upper reaches of a home.
Powerwashing a home is an effective way to
remove stubborn grime and refresh the look of
a home’s exterior.

Exterior renovations that improve curb appeal

N

eglecting a home’s exterior can be a disservice to
homeowners, particularly
those looking to increase the value
of their homes. Curb appeal is important, as a home’s appearance
can greatly affect prospective buyers’ perceptions.
Knowing which projects can
offer the most bang for their
remodeling buck can help homeowners make the right choices
when improving the exterior of
their homes. The following are
some areas where homeowners
can direct their focus if their end
goal is a great-looking home with
added value, as determined by the
2019 “Cost vs. Value Report” from
Remodeling magazine. This report
compares the average cost of 22
remodeling projects with the value
those projects retain at resale
across 136 markets.
Garage door replacement
Homeowners can recoup
97.5 percent of their investment on a new garage door.

siding look unsightly, it can impact
the energy efficiency of a home.
Even though a siding replacement project is costly — at roughly
$16,000 — it offers a 75 percent
return and peace of mind that the
home is being well-protected from
the elements.

This remodel tops the list for
good looks and value. The
average cost of $3,611 is for
replacing an existing two-car
garage.
Manufactured stone veneer
Replacing a portion of vinyl siding with stone veneer can greatly
improve curb appeal, adding
style that can set a home apart.
Homeowners can expect to recoup a 94.9 percent return on

their investment.
Wood deck addition
A wooden deck on the rear
or side of a home enhances
homeowners’ ability to enjoy the
outdoors year-round. A wood
deck addition recoups 75.6 of
the cost of homeowners’ initial
investment.
Siding replacement
Not only does old or weathered

OH-70143396

Siding • Gutter • Stone • Fence
NEW Kitchen Cabinets

937-382-3992

37 Williams Rd
Wilmington, OH 45177
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New entry door
Replacing an existing door with
a 20-gauge steel door complete
with clear dual-pane half-glass
panel, jambs and an aluminum
threshold with composite stop gets
homeowners 75 percent of their
initial investment back at resale.
Improving the door isn’t all about
good looks, either. A door that isn’t
well-insulated or secure can be
problematic.
In addition to these improvements, homeowners would be wise
to focus on some upgraded landscaping, an upgraded roof, new
windows, and improved exterior
lighting as surefire ways to add
curb appeal and potential value to
their homes.

Secrets
to making
your home look
like you hired
a design pro

space. A shiny table lamp, mirrors,
a sparkling chandelier, and the like
are easy ways to produce a high-end
feel. Reflective surfaces also will
cast light around the room, giving the
illusion of a larger space.
homes without such help.
Embrace texture
The colors used in a home can add
impact, but designers often utilize
various textures to create aesthetic
appeal. A single color scheme can be
enhanced by various fabrics. Consider
a leather sofa made more cozy with
chenille pillows next to a rustic side
table. Figure out ways to incorporate a
few different textures to add depth to
the room.
Be careful with color
Many high-end homes showcase

neutral shades that are enhanced by
pops of color. If you like a rich, royal
purple, leave room for other colors as
well. Add touches of purple in vases,
throw pillows and other accessories.
Also, many designers work in
shades of three for room colors.
There may be one main color
for walls, another color for larger
accents, such as couches and
chairs, and then a third color that
pops in accessories such as flowers,
pillows and collectibles. These can
be any colors, but the most muted
tends to be the more abundant
shade.

Choose a big statement piece
Many homeowners make the mistake of filling a room with several small
pieces of furniture that only contribute
to clutter. Instead, look for a statement
piece, which can be a cabinet, armoire
or chaise. Mix and match large and
small elements for a sense of balance.

Add a bit of bling
Glittery items and metallics can
add a touch of luxury feel to any

Accessorize
Finish the room with accessories
and flowers. When placing and
hanging knickknacks and wall art,
odd-numbered groupings often look
the most cohesive and interesting.
Experiment with different scales and
heights for even more dimension.

Contact Your Local
Home Loan Specialist
www.merchantsnat.com
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P

hoto spreads in home
design magazines can be
awe-inspiring. Quite often
homeowners wish they could lift
the looks right off the pages of
magazines and transform their own
homes into picture-perfect retreats.
It takes an eye for design to
pull a room together — even with
inspiration — and make it both
functional and attractive. While hiring
an interior designer is one way to go,
homeowners can use some of the
tricks and techniques the designers
employ to do a remarkably good job
of improving the interiors of their

Wood paneling
can add a rustic feel
to a bathroom.

This design
trend is
coming back
renovating their home to remove a design
element they believe to be passé might
want to see if that feature has experienced a
resurgence in popularity. In fact, one of the

Starr’s Mobile Power Washing

Prompt
Professional
Service Since 1974

Thank you for your business.
Have a blessed day. -Connie L. Burden
$39.95 -1 ROOM & A HALL, NOT TO EXCEED 300SQ. FT.

Family owned & operated.
937.372.9194
937-382-1624 collettservices.com

Call these local
Clinton County
businesses for
your home
improvement needs.

OH-70143490

OH-70142801

OH-70141768

TRUCK MOUNTED EQUIPMENT
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• Vinyl Siding
• Mobile Homes
• Deck Cleaning
& Sealing
• Concrete Cleaning
• Farm Equipment

FREE ESTIMATES
Over 29 Years in Business

Bonded
& Insured

A1

Free
Estimates

ROOFING &
REMODELING

Specializing in Metal & Shingle Roofs
Ask about our metal roof special today!
OH-70141766

937-382-2911

937-302-6791

937-728-1482

www.a-1homeimprovement.com
homeimprovementbya1@yahoo.com

OH-70141735

D

esign trends come and go, but some
have a funny way of resurfacing
years after they first became popular.
Homeowners who may have been considering

more derided home decor trends of yesteryear
has slowly crept back into style, albeit in
moderation.
Wood paneling is back and better than ever,
advise many design professionals. It’s the
formerly ugly duckling that filled homes starting
in the 1950s, creating drab dens and fauxwood family rooms.
Paneling had long been an element of choice
because it is relatively easy to install and can
camouflage problem walls in a home, like those
covered in boisterous wallpaper prints.
Wood paneling reach the peak of its

popularity in the 1970s, and since then
homeowners have been tearing down these
faux offenders for years or masking them in
paint to brighten up spaces. However, the
experts at Apartment Therapy report that
wood paneling in shades of brown are making
a comeback in cozy spots such as dens or
studies. The warm tones of wood paneling elicit
a retro vibe. But unlike their fake predecessors,
today’s paneled walls are being outfitted in
real wood, making them more eco-friendly and
stylish than ever before.
Designers have flocked to reclaimed wood
and veneer panelings to incorporate them into
design elements. And while wood paneling
used to be hung vertically, designers now
experiment with hanging paneling.
Many people no longer use paneling to cover
an entire space. Paneling is used sparingly as
an accent wall or another feature for character.
Wood walls can be stained in a rich mahogany
to look upscale or be weathered and rustic.
Homeowners ready to re-embrace wood
paneling can choose to enhance one wall in a
room. Think about the space above a fireplace
or a strip of wall behind a sitting chair and side
table. Paneling also can serve as a headboard
behind a bed in a master suite. Painted
horizontally, paneling can add dimension and
texture to walls, even in a bathroom.
Wood paneling is slowly making a
comeback, proving that no design trend every
truly goes away.

How to protect wood floors
from inclement weather
W
ood floors are a worthwhile investment that can
improve the beauty and
function of just about any room in
a home. Even though wood floors
are durable, and new protective
treatments help seal out many of
the things that may have damaged
floors in the past, homeowners still
need to prioritize protecting their
hardwood floors.
Certain seasons of the year
can be more harsh on wood floors
than others. For example, seasons
characterized by moisture and
precipitation, particularly the early
spring, winter and fall, can be hard
on wood floors. The experts at
ServiceMaster Clean say that cold,
snowy days can damage wood
floors, and Lumber Liquidators
agrees that winter weather can be
harsh on flooring.

Homeowners need not give up
on hardwood if they live in an area
that sees all four seasons. They just
need to take a few steps to keep
floors looking beautiful.
Clean up the salt.
Salt that keeps sidewalks and
streets clear of snow and ice inadvertently gets tracked inside
a home. Hard chunks of salt can
scratch wood floors, and, if left to
sit, that salt can eventually cause
white marks and other stains.
Routinely vacuuming and sweeping
up salt is necessary to protect wood
floors.
Invest in shoe storage.
Wet or snowy boots can create
puddles around the house. Have a
special mat or tray by the front door
where wet shoes can be kept. A

nice bench in the entryway makes
it easy for residents and guests to
remove their shoes until it’s time to
go back outside.

Use water-wicking mats.
Homeowners will probably need
a few extra mats around to tame
errant drips and wipe shoes. Any
entrance that might be used by people or pets should be protected. Try
to avoid petroleum-based, rubberbacked mats, as they could discolor
the wood floor.
Control humidity indoors.
Cold, dry air in a home can be
problematic because the moisture in
the wood can eventually evaporate
into the air. The heat will suck that
moisture from the flooring, causing
it to shrink, creak and splinter and
become more brittle. Think about

investing in an in-line humidifier
for the home’s HVAC system that
can keep a moderate amount of
humidity in the home. Hardwood
floorboards are installed to accommodate minor temperature and
humidity fluctuations. This is typically a range of between 60 and 80
degrees F with a relative humidity
range of 35 to 55 percent, advises
ServiceMaster.
Use the right cleaning
products.
Avoid excessive water to clean
wood floors, and select soaps that
are specially designed for wood
flooring. Consult with the flooring
manufacturer for a list of detergents
that are safe to use.
With proper care, hardwood flooring can survive rain, snow and cold
weather.

HOME EQUITY LOANS

From replacing windows to installing new floors,
we can help you finish your home improvements!
OH-70142938

Wilmington Oﬃce:

Hillsboro Branch:

OH-70143734

184 North South Street 137 N. High St. Suite 201
Wilmington, OH 45177
Hillsboro, OH 45133
937.382.1659
937.366.1421
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How to store
firewood the
right way

A

fireplace is a cozy and
warm spot around which
a family can gather. The
home and real estate resource
HomeGuides.com indicates that
60 percent of new homes have
a fireplace, which is up from 36
percent in the 1970s.
Naturally, fueling a fireplace
for the season may require
homeowners with wood-burning
units to keep an ample supply of
wood at the ready. How that wood
is stored is important, as properly
stored firewood can prevent waste
and other issues around the
house.
Wood that is freshly cut has
a water content of 60 percent or
more. Yet, for best burning ability,
wood should be near 20 percent
in water content. Green wood is
hard to ignite and will not burn
nearly as well or efficiently as
seasoned wood. Another concern
associated with green wood is
that it can contribute more to
creosote accumulation in the
flue of a fireplace. Creosote is a
combustible material that may lead
to fires if left unchecked.
According to BioAdvanced®, a

science-based
lawn, garden
A cord of
and home
improvement
innovator,
seasoning wood
typically takes six
months to a year. Homeowners
may opt to purchase seasoned
wood that already has sat and
dried.
Homeowners who have an
abundance of firewood have to
store it somewhere. Log Splitters
Direct suggests choosing a dry,
breezy area of the property that
is about 20 feet from the nearest
door to the house. This helps
avoid hitchhiker pests from coming
inside with the wood, such as
termites, ants, spiders, and mice.
Do not stack the wood flush
against a structure. It should be at
least a few inches away to allow
airflow behind the stack.
Stick to organized rows of wood
no more than four feet high. Log
racks and pallets and posts will
keep the wood up and off of the
ground where moisture and rotting
can develop. Placing the logs in
an unorganized pile will impede

hardwood can cost between

$120 - $180

air flow and
cause the wood to rot rather
than continue to dry and season
even more.
Homeowners also should use
a cover to protect seasoned
firewood from the elements.
Position a tarp or plastic sheeting
so it blankets the top of the stack
and extends a few inches down
the sides. Keep the sides mostly
exposed to air. Others prefer to
stack it in a barn or shed or under
an overhang.
Green wood is less expensive
than seasoned wood. Those who
prefer this method should do so in
the early spring and let it season
over the next several months.
Bankrate says that the cost of
a cord of wood varies across the
country, but in general one can
expect to pay between $120 and
$180 for a cord of hardwood that
is split and seasoned. This price
may be higher in mid-winter when
demand increases.

Manufacturers of Quality

Metal Roofing & Siding
• 20 Colors of Metal

Roofing & Siding
• Wide Variety of Trim
• Sliding Door Parts
• Screws
• Overhead Doors

• Matching Caulk &

Touch Up Paint
• Vapor Barrier and Insulation
• Complete Pole Barn Package
• Crinkle Cut Metal - 7 color
options available

•

Trims & Accessories
Call us today at

740-998-4304

Monday - Friday 7:30am - 4:30pm

406 Jamison Road • Frankfort, Ohio 45628 • FAX: 740-998-4307 • www.buckeyemetalrooﬁng.com
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Saturday by Appointment

How to level an uneven yard

as a bushel
• Igloo mums are back
and in various colors

NOW OPEN
for the new season!

Pickett Run Farm

14415 Cynthiana Rd. • Hillsboro, Ohio

Fill in areas beneath the grass.
Areas beneath the grass can be filled in
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• Small as a ball or big

Spread the top dressing.
Once the holes have been filled and the
grass has been placed back on the ground
(if it was removed), spread the top dressing
mix with a shovel. The mix should be spread

Water the lawn.
Finally, water the lawn to help the top dressing settle into the grass. If necessary, repeat
the process of applying top dressing and watering until the lawn is even and has returned to
full strength.
An uneven lawn is an eyesore and potentially harmful. But fixing an uneven lawn is
simple once homeowners discover and address
what’s behind the issue.

OH-70143507

choose from

evenly
with the
back of the
bow rake at
a depth of no more
than half an inch. Make sure the mix is worked
into the low spots and that it’s not completely
covering the grass, as that will suffocate the
lawn. If necessary, use the push broom to work
the mix into the soil.

1016683

• Acres and Acres to

Get the right tools and materials.
Leveling an uneven yard may require various tools. Thatch will likely need to be removed
from the lawn before it can be leveled out, so
homeowners will need a thatch rake or dethatching machine to get this task started. Dethatching
machines are generally necessary for especially
large lawns, and these can typically be rented
from home improvement retailers. A shovel, bow
rake and push broom are other tools homeowners will likely need. Materials such as topsoil,
compost and sand will be necessary as well, and
these are typically sold at local garden centers.

with a mixture of sand,
topsoil and compost.
The experts at BobVila.
com advise using two parts
sand, two parts topsoil and
one part compost. Each of
these components plays its own
role in restoring the yard to full health.
Sand helps the ground stay level, while
the topsoil and compost provide the grass with
valuable nutrients. If the low spots are not
especially deep, this mixture can be applied
without removing the grass. However, before
filling in holes when addressing spots that are
deeper than two or three inches, remove the
grass then place it back in place once the hole
has been filled. To dig up the grass, put the
blade of the shovel at the outside of the low
spot before sliding it under about two or three
inches so you do not upset the grass roots.

41016683

IT’S TIME TO
THINK
ABOUT FALL
MUMS

figure out what’s causing the problem and make
fixing that their first task. Fixing uneven ground
above leaky pipes will only be a temporary
fix if the leaks themselves are not addressed.
Professional contractors might be necessary
depending on what’s causing the problem.
However, once the underlying issue has been addressed, many homeowners can handle the task
of leveling an uneven yard on their own.

41016683

M

any things can cause a yard to be uneven. Drainage problems, leaky pipes
beneath the grass and pests can wreak
havoc on a yard, resulting in uneven turf that can
be both unsightly and unsafe.
Addressing an uneven yard might be homeowners’ ultimate goal, but the home experts at
BobVila.com note that homeowners should first

Prepare your
deck for winter

Why homeowners
should add more
exterior light to
their properties

H

omeowners often take steps to winterize
the interior of their homes in the weeks
before winter’s arrival, but such efforts
should extend to the outside of a home as well.
Decks make for great gathering places when
the weather permits. Decks are where many
people spend their free time and eat their meals
come spring and summer, when the temperatures
climb and the sun sets well into the evening. But
as summer turns to fall, homeowners must take
measures to protect their decks from potentially
harsh winter weather.

Inspect the deck for problems.
Decks tend to be used more often in summer
than any other time of year. That makes fall and
early winter an ideal time to inspect for wear and
tear and any additional issues that may have
cropped up throughout the summer. Damaged
boards and loose handrails should be fixed before winter arrives, especially for homeowners
who plan to use their decks in winter. Fixing such
issues in winter and even into spring may be difficult thanks to harsh conditions, so make good
use of the relatively calm autumn weather to fix
any issues on the deck.
Clear the deck of potted plants.
Even homeowners who intend to use their
decks in winter should remove potted plants from
the deck in the fall. The home improvement experts at HGTV note that moisture can get trapped
between deck boards and plastic, wood or ceramic containers in cold weather, and that can
contribute to mildew, discoloration or decay.
Store unnecessary furniture.
Homeowners who like to sit on their decks in
winter will no doubt want to leave some furniture
out over the winter. But those with lots of furniture

Heating
Air Conditioning
Fireplaces

H

omeowners are increasingly realizing
the benefits of improving the exteriors
of their home, which can be just as
valuable as improving the interior spaces. As
individuals design picturesque garden beds
and cultivate lavish lawns or revamp exteriors
with architectural features, they probably want
to spotlight these improvements. This is where
exterior lighting can be put to great use.
Exterior illumination can cast a glow on various features, but there are many other reasons
to increase lighting around the exterior of a
home.
Safety: Trips and falls can occur at night
when trying to traverse walkways and landscapes in the dark, as it can be difficult to see
rocks, stairs and uneven pavement. Outdoor
lighting can illuminate pathways, entryways
and other areas for safer access for homeowners and their guests.
Extend outdoor entertaining: Ample lighting can increase the amount of time one can
use outdoor spaces and make them the perfect
gathering spot. As autumn arrives, days become shorter. However, patios, porches and
more can get extended use with lighting.

for entertaining guests can likely move the majority of that furniture into a garage or shed for the
winter. HGTV notes that doing so will prevent the
potential formation of blemishes on the deck that
can result from inconsistent weathering.
Remove snow, but do so carefully.
Prolonged contact with snow and ice can damage a deck. As a result, homeowners should
clear snow from their decks when accumulation
is significant. HGTV recommends using a snow
blower on the deck to avoid scarring. If a shovel
must be used, push snow with the planks to reduce the risk of damaging the deck.
Homeowners who take steps to protect their
decks throughout the winter months can ensure
these popular areas are ready once entertaining
season returns in
the spring.

Safeguard security: A well-lit home may be
less likely to be targeted by burglars than one
swathed in darkness and shadows. Lights can
remain on all evening or be motion-triggered.
Setting lights on timers also ensures that the
home is illuminated whether residents are
home or not.
Create drama: Landscape lighting designers
can establish focal points around the landscape
and highlight the best features of a property.
Uplighting in trees, silhouetting techniques to
showcase plants and spotlights to show off
architectural features are all options for homeowners to consider.
Add value: The experts at Parker
Homescape, a landscape design service, say
that exterior lighting can add roughly 30 percent to the value of a home. They also indicate
that 50 percent of all home buyers say that outdoor lighting is important when buying a home.
If current residents are thinking about selling,
now may be the time to invest in exterior lighting.
Improving a home’s exterior may be as
simple as adding more lighting to improve functionality and beauty.

We Do More Than Just
Heating & Air Conditioning!

• Gas & Wood Fireplaces • Standby Automatic Generators • Gas Tankless Water Heaters

Fayette
Serving rounding
r
u
S
and ieS SinCe
Count 70.
19

Furnace & A/C

1628 St. Rt. 38 N.E.
Washington C.H., Ohio 43160

740-333-7048

276 N Oakland Ave. • Washington C.H., Ohio 43160
740-335-RENT (7368) • Mon-Fri 7:30-5:30 • Sat 7:30-1:00
courthouserental.com

OH-70142948

Tankless Water
Heaters

Generators

OH-70143631

Fireplaces
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What causes curled shingles?

N

o homeowner wants to look at the
exterior of his or her home and see
roof damage. Such damage may lead
homeowners to think they need a new roof,
a potentially costly expense that can quickly
throw household budgets into a state of disarray.
According to the HomeAdvisor, the average

homeowner spends a little more than $7,600
installing a new roof. Various factors, including
the size of a home and the type of roof homeowners prefer, will affect the cost of a roof
replacement. In addition, homeowners who see
roof damage can rest assured that not all roof
problems will necessarily require a replacement roof to be installed.
Curled shingles are a problem many home-

L & S Roofing & Construction
PAY LESS With L&S

Specializing in Roofing, Siding, Decks, Windows, Pole Barns,
Concrete,Electrical Service Changes, Drywall, Metal Roofing, Gravel Hauling

Blowout Special Prices on Metal
Roofing & Dimensional Shingles !!
Senior Citizens Discount • Always Low Price & Free Estimates
OH-70143511

Improper roof
installation also may be the culprit behind curled shingles. When a roof is not
installed correctly, shingles may not be aligned
or nailed down in the right way. This might be
what’s causing shingles to curl on recently installed roofs.
Curled shingles are unsightly and can pose
a significant threat to a home if not addressed
promptly. Homeowners can protect themselves
and their roofs by working with skilled roofing
professionals, who can diagnose issues like
curled shingles and offer the right solutions.

OH-70144066

Office 1-937-981-1172 • Cell 1-740-572-2724
Fully Insured * Licensed * Bonded
Over 20 Years Experience * BBB A+ Rating

owners have encountered. This particular
problem is not always indicative that a roof is
on its way out. In fact, the home improvement
resource This Old House notes that, as asphalt
shingles age, their corners often begin to curl
downward or upward. Homeowners who notice
this early enough can glue down the curled
section of each shingle that’s beginning to curl.
Some shingles may be curling because
they’re defective. Fortified Roofing, a New
Jersey-based roofing company that specializes
in the repairing and replacing of various roofing
configurations, advises homeowners to contact
a local roofing professional to diagnose the
cause of the curling. Doing so quickly can prevent curled shingles from contributing to more
widespread damage.
Moisture and poor ventilation may be
contributing to curled shingles as well.
Homeowners with attics in their home may
see curled shingles on their roofs because
moisture is building up in their poorly ventilated
attics. In addition to causing damage such as
curled shingles, a poorly ventilated attic allows
moisture to build up, potentially contributing to
mold growth. Mold presents a host of additional
problems, including some that can adversely
affect the health of a home’s inhabitants.
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Protect your plants
from winter weather
F
rennials are the easiest plants to prepare for
winter, as they require just a little cutting back
and mulching to be safe from cold weather.
But no two perennials are alike, so homeowners should consult their local gardening center
for advice on how to prepare their particular
perennials for the coming months.
The steps necessary to winterize annuals
depends on which type of annuals, cool- or
warm-climate, you have. Cool-climate annuals should be covered with polyspun garden
fabric when light frost is in the forecast. In
addition, Better Homes and Gardens recommends pulling dead annuals and adding them
to a compost pile after a killing frost. Any annuals that developed fungal disease should be
discarded. Mulch annual beds with a three- to
four-inch layer of chopped leaves or similar
materials, spreading the mulch only two inches
thick over self-sown seeds you want to germinate in the spring.
Warm-climate annuals also should be
covered with polyspun garden fabric when
light frost is expected. Seeds of cold-hardy

annuals can be planted for extended winter
bloom, while gardeners also can collect seeds
of warm-weather plants that will breed true to
type. Even though you’re winterizing, Better
Homes and Gardens recommends that gardeners continue to weed and water their plant
beds and plants while also keeping an eye out
for pests. If organic mulch has decomposed or
thinned out, replace it with a new layer.
Get Busy Gardening!TM notes that the bulbs
of tender plants like dahlias and tuberous
begonias can be dug up and overwintered in
their dormant state. All dead foliage should be
removed after the bulbs have been dug up,
and the bulbs should be allowed to dry out a
little before being stored. Container gardeners
can overwinter their tender bulbs in their pots
inside, but be sure to remove their foliage and
store them in a dark, cool place that maintains
temperatures above freezing.
Winterizing may mark the end of gardening season, but it’s an important task that can
ensure a healthy, beautiful garden next spring,
summer and fall.
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or the majority of gardening enthusiasts,
gardening is a warm weather activity.
While some people live in climates that
make it possible to enjoy gardening yearround, those who don’t often lament the end of
the gardening season.
Winter might not be conducive to gardening,
but the arrival of cold weather does not necessarily mean a gardener’s work is done until the
following spring. Taking steps to protect plants
from winter weather is an important part of
maintaining a healthy garden that thrives from
year to year.
Timing is of the essence when winterizing
a garden. The online gardening resource
Get Busy Gardening!TM advises gardeners
that the best time to winterize is after the first
hard freeze in the fall. A hard freeze occurs
when temperatures dip below freezing overnight. When that occurs, annual plants and
vegetables are killed off and perennial plants,
which grow back year after year, begin going
dormant.
Better Homes and Gardens notes that pe-
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Prevent growth
of mold/mildew
in colder months

M

old and mildew are not only unsightly, but unhealthy. These fungi
grow readily in damp areas and
are found in the air breathed both indoors
and outside. If left unaddressed, mold and
mildew can threaten the health of a home’s
inhabitants.
Mildew is a type of mold that remains
relatively flush with the surface it grows on.
Other molds can grow puffy in appearance.
Molds serve the purpose of destroying organic materials, but in high amounts, these
microorganisms can cause respiratory
problems, sinus congestion, throat irritation,
headaches, and other issues, particularly
when mold grows unchecked indoors, says
Better Homes and Gardens. As a result, it is
essential to address mold before it becomes
problematic.
According to Polygon, a drying technology
and temporary climate solutions company,
the wet season in winter is when molds often
grow and expand. Mold can break down the
integrity and strength of the surfaces where
it grows.

Homeowners can employ
the following strategies to
prevent mold growth.
• Keep all surfaces clean,
using proper cleaning products.
Diluted bleach solutions
are highly effective at killing microscopic fungi, viruses and bacteria.
• Reduce moisture and humidity by
ensuring sufficient air circulation in
rooms, particularly bathrooms and
kitchens. An exhaust fan will help
remove moisture quickly.
• Fabrics covered in mildew that can
be laundered should be carefully
removed and washed in chlorine
bleach and hot water. An oxygen
bleach product also can be effective.
• Invest in a dehumidifier that can
reduce moisture in the home in
problem areas, such as damp basements or garages.
• Fix plumbing leaks as
soon as possible.

• Remove damp leaves and snow
from areas around the foundation of
the home. Ensure that gutters and
downspouts are clear of debris and
can shuttle water away from the
house effectively.
• Replace cracked or defective mortar
in basements.
• Make sure all seals on windows and
doors are not compromised and are
in good working condition.
• Be sure an HVAC in-line humidifier
is adjusted to the right setting and
isn’t pumping too much moisture
into the heated air; otherwise, the
added humidity can contribute to
mold.
• If there is a flood or water infiltrates
a home in other ways, hire a professional service to help clean and dry
the home effectively.
Mold and mildew are problematic,
but with diligence they can be kept
at bay.
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Service Matter,Visit us
South Central Ohio’s Kitchen,
Bath and Flooring Specialists
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